Chemical Feed Systems
A measured step forward

Chemical Metering
Feed Pump
System Technology

Complication Free Chemical Feed Solutions
Turn-Key Chemical Feed Solutions
A Chemical Feed System from Lutz-JESCO America
Corporation (Lutz-JESCO) integrates all the components
you need for a successful system. You get the convenience
of an integrated system backed by our extensive knowledge

Lutz-JESCO offers a wide range of packaged Chemical
Feed Systems. Choose our standard pre-engineered
systems for common applications or talk to us about a
custom engineered system to meet your precise
specifications.

and experience. Why spend your time trying to integrate
separate chemical feed components when Lutz-JESCO can
do the thinking for you? With our Chemical Feed Systems,
you get one integrated solution, with just one company
responsible for every piece.

Lutz-JESCO Chemical Feed Systems - Making
It Easy For You

Markets
Our Chemical Feed Systems are being successfully used in
a wide range of industrial and municipal markets,
including:
 Petrochemical

 Power Generation

 Pulp & Paper

 Water Treatment

 Waste Water Treatment
Buying a complete Chemical Feed System offers you many
advantages over buying separate components and

A measured step forward...

configuring a system yourself:
A lot of companies make Chemical Feed Systems. To stand
 Lutz-JESCO builds, assembles, and tests every
component in house, so we take responsibility for the
entire system.
 Your Chemical Feed System arrives assembled, so you
don’t waste valuable time and money with assembly.
 Installation and start-up are simple – just three field
connections are required. Simply provide power to the
pump and complete the suction and discharge
connections.
 Units are assembled so that you have easy access to all
components, making routine maintenance and upkeep
easy.
 Every Chemical Feed System is designed using the
latest CAD software.
 We have established written specifications and
drawings to make it even easier for you to select and
incorporate the right system for your application.
 Buying a chemical feed system reduces cost, streamlines documentation, eliminates construction delays,
and reduces start-up constraints.

out from the rest, you need to be better than the rest. That’s
why Chemical Feed Systems from Lutz-JESCO America are
assembled in our factory using precision tools. We use our
own pumps and accessories, so that you get the benefits of
consistent design. Every unit is thoroughly tested for flow
and performance before it leaves our factory. Why?
Because quality and reliability aren’t things we take lightly,
and we don’t want our name on anything that doesn’t meet
our high standards of excellence.
Every Chemical Feed System we sell comes backed by our
experience and reputation. You also get:
 Established written specifications and drawings for easy
system selection and integration
 Access to design, layout and engineering assistance
before and after your purchase
 Experienced, knowledgeable and responsive customer
service
Trust your chemical feed application to a system from LutzJESCO. Contact Lutz-JESCO or your local rep to discuss
how we can craft a Chemical Feed System that meets your
needs and exceeds your expectations.
Lutz-JESCO America Corporation Chemical Feed
Systems...designed, built, and backed by one company
company..

Turn-key Solutions to Meet Your Needs

Skid Mounted
Systems

Tank Mounted
Systems

Skid mounted

Tank mounted systems give

systems

you chemical storage,

accommodate larger

metering and mixing in one

pumps, so they are

convenient package.

ideal for larger flow
applications.
 Conveniently pre-packaged on our
custom-made skids; ready for immediate
use.
 Design allows them to be mounted to the
floor next to storage tanks.
 Ideal for flooded suction.

 Conveniently pre-packaged on our
custom-made skids; ready for immediate
use.
 Less permanent design, so ideal for
temporary installations.
 Easily relocated as application needs
change.

 Systems offer containment, so chemicals
are contained in case of a leak.

Wall Mounted
Systems

Custom Systems

Wall mounted systems

can design and build a

accommodate larger

custom Chemical Feed

pumps, so they are

System that meets

ideal for larger flow

your specific

applications.

application needs.

Lutz-JESCO America

 Smaller flow, limited space

 Fully tested and calibrated.

 Mounted directly above chemical storage
tanks or totes

 Includes all supporting documentation.

 Offer a space efficient design (smaller
footprint)

 Can include any combination of these
features:

 Competitive delivery times.

 Accessible design for easy maintenance

 Control Panels

 Works in conjunction with TOPAX
Controller or other chemical control
equipment

 Custom Materials of Construction
 Flow Measurement

Accessories
Chemical Feed Systems
Control Technology
Measuring and
Metering Pumps
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